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1. Introduction 

The operations manual outlines what is needed in order to continue the development and 

deployment of the project. The project was worked in collaboration with K3 Imagine in 

Iceland, therefore, in order to run the project an access from K3 is needed.  

The manual includes information about every step of setup on tools and/or environment 

needed for the frontend, gateway, backend, machine learning and database in this project.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.1 K3 Logo   
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2. Frontend 
Our frontend was programmed in React Native and various tools and environments such 

as NPM Packet Manager, Expo, ESLint and Prettier are needed to build and run the 

frontend. This chapter will go in detail how to follow these steps in order to be able to run 

the frontend of the project.  

We used Visual Studio Code when programming the frontend and we recommend using it. 

Information on how to download Visual Studio Code can be found here. Prerequisites are 

to have git bash and NodeJS since they are needed in order to install everything in the 

following steps for the frontend. Information on how to download NodeJS can be found 

here. When downloading NodeJS, npm should automatically get installed on your 

computer.  

2.1 React Native and Expo  

We decided to use React Native which is an open-source mobile application framework for 

the frontend since we have worked with it before and know the framework well. We used 

Expo which is a build tool for React Native, with Expo you can test and view the app you are 

creating on your smartphone.  

2.1.1 ESLint and Prettier 

We used the tool ESLint which is used to analyze problems that are found in JavaScript 

code and lets the user know if there is something wrong according to the rules of ESLint. It 

goes over both the quality of the code and the style of the code. It is both easy to install 

and use and it was set up at the beginning of the project so it could guide us through the 

process. We also used Prettier which is a code formatter and combined it with ESLint 

Airbnb style and if we didn’t agree on a coding rule according to ESLint, we manually made 

those rules inactive in the .eslintrc file. The main advantage to having the scope and the 

quality of the code throughout the process of developing the application saves a significant 

time. After following the steps in the next chapter, ESLint should be installed. It is best to 

also install the ESLint extension in Visual Studio Code which can be found under 

“Extensions”. 
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2.2 Setup and running the app 

Our project is running on a development branch at K3’s GitHub. Therefore cloning the 

frontend on GitHub should be enough to run the project along with some simple 

commands. The following steps are required to be able to download and run the app. We 

recommend using git bash as a terminal. 

 

2.2.1 Step 1  

Clone the following GitHub repository which is shown in Listing 2.2.1. 

$ git clone git@github.com:K3Imagine/SustainableFashionUI.git 
 

Listing 2.2.1 Clone repository  

2.2.2 Step 2 

Install npm and expo globally which is shown in Listing 2.2.2. 

$ npm install -g expo-cli 
 

$ npm install 

 
Listing 2.2.2 Install npm and expo 

 

2.2.3 Step 3 

Since we are using Expo to build and run our React Native project, it 

is necessary to download the app “Expo Client” on your phone to be 

able to run the app.  

For iOS go to the App Store and search “Expo Client”. 

For Android go to the Play Store and search “Expo Client”. 
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2.2.4 Step 4 

 
Run the project which is shown in Listing 2.2.4. 

$ npm start 
 

Listing 2.2.4 Run the project  

 

Now you will see a QR code which you need to scan using the Client Expo app (Android) or 

the camera (iOS). 

 

If the Step 2 which is shown in Listing 2.2.2 is for some reason not working. The following 

dependencies shown in Table 2.2.1 and Table 2.2.2 need to be installed.  

 

Dependency  Command 

vector-icons  $ npm install --save react-native-vector-icons 

react-native-community/masked view  $ npm install --save @react-native-community/masked-view  

axios  $ npm install axios 

expo  $ npm install -g expo-cli  

expo-image-picker  $ expo install expo-image-picker 

expo-permissions  $ expo @use-expo/permission expo permissions 

form-data  $ npm install --save form-data 

react-native  $ npm install -g react-native-cli 

react-native-elements  $ npm install react-native-elements 

react-native-gesture-handler  $ npm install --save react-native-gesture-handler 

react-native-material-menu  $ npm install --save react-native-material-menu 

react-native-safe-area-context  $ npm install --save react-native-safe-area-context 

react-native-safe-area-view  $ expo install react-native-safe-area-view 
react-native-safe-area-context 

react-native-screens  $ npm install react-native-screens 

react-native-web  $ npm install react-native-web 
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react-navigation  $ npm install @react-navigation/native 

react-navigation-stack 
$ npm install react-navigation-stack 
@react-native-community/masked-view 
react-native-safe-area-context 

 
Table 2.2.1 Dependencies 

 
 

Dev-Dependency  Command 

@babel/core  $ npm install --save-dev @babel/core 

babel-eslint  $ npm install eslint@4.x babel-eslint@8 --save-dev 

babel-preset-expo  $ npm install babel-preset-expo 

enzyme  $ npm install enzyme 

enzyme-adapter-react-16  $ npm install --save-dev enzyme enzyme-adapter-react-16 

eslint  $ npm install eslint --save-dev  

eslint-config-airbnb  $ npm install eslint-config-airbnb 

eslint-config-prettier  $ npm install --save-dev eslint-config-prettier 

eslint-plugin-import  $ npm install eslint-plugin-import -g 

eslint-plugin-jsx-a11y  $ npm install eslint-plugin-jsx-a11y --save-dev 

eslint-plugin-prettier  $ npm install --save-dev eslint-plugin-prettier 

eslint-plugin-react  $ npm install eslint-plugin-react --save-dev 

eslint-plugin-react-hooks  $ npm install eslint-plugin-react-hooks --save-dev 

jest  $ npm install jest 

jest-environment-enzyme  $ npm install jest-environment-enzyme 

jest-enzyme  $ npm install jest-enzyme 

jest-expo  $ npm install jest-expo 

prettier  $ npm install --save-dev --save-exact prettier 

react-dom  $ npm install react-dom 

react-test-renderer  $ npm install react-test-renderer 

 
Table 2.2.2 Dev-dependencies 
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3. Gateway and Backend 
The gateway and backend is programmed in C# (.NET Core) in Visual Studio. Information 

about how to download Visual Studio can be found here. K3 uses microservice architecture 

for their backend so we decided to follow that structure. Because of that we also followed 

their structure by using Docker. 

3.1 C# (.NET Core) 
One of the prerequisites from K3 was that we needed to program our backend and 

gateway in C# and .NET Core. Information on how to download .NET Core can be found 

here. 

 

3.1.1 Microservices 

Microservices are small autonomous services that work together. Microservices are good to 

use because they follow the Single Responsibility Principle and encourage high cohesion 

and loosely coupling of code. They are rather small and therefore they are more easy to 

maintain. Our backend followed the microservice structure just like other backend projects 

within K3.  

  

3.1.2 Swagger 

Swagger is an open-source software framework which we used when testing the gateway 

and backend. Swagger is used to help developers design, build, document and consume 

RESTful web services.  To test the gateway and backend on the development branch an 1

access from K3 is needed to clone the code from their GitHub as well as tenant-id to be 

able to test the code on Swagger. 

 

   

1 "Swagger (software) - Wikipedia." https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swagger_(software). Accessed 26 
Apr. 2020. 
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4. Database 
Our database is created with migrations which is a feature in EF Core. It makes it possible 

to update a database schema to keep it in sync with the application’s data model while 

preserving existing data in the database.  To see the database visually we installed Azure 2

Data Studio which is a cross-platform database tool.  

4.1 Azure Data Studio and Migrations 

Information about how to download Azure can be found here. The following commands 

can be useful when working on the project. For more information about migrations, read 

the documentation Migrations - EF Core. 

 

To create a migration do the following command which is shown in Listing 4.1.1. 

dotnet ef migrations add InitialCreate 
 

Listing 4.1.1 Create a migration 

To update the database do the following command which is shown in Listing 4.1.2. 

dotnet ef database update 
 

Listing 4.1.2 Update the database 

To customize migrations code do the following command which is shown in Listing 4.1.3. 

dotnet ef migrations add AddProductPrice 
 

Listing 4.1.3 Customize  a migration 
 
To remove a migration do the following command which is shown in Listing 4.1.4. 

dotnet ef migrations remove 
 

Listing 4.1.4 Remove  a migration 

2 "Migrations - EF Core | Microsoft Docs." 5 Oct. 2018, 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/ef/core/managing-schemas/migrations/. Accessed 26 Apr. 2020. 
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5. Machine Learning 
We decided to use Google AutoML to get predictions on our images, which requires a 

dataset containing tagged images to train a model.  

The dataset that we are using for this model is “Dataset_15_04_2020__22_36”, which 

contains 2.864 tagged images. The current dataset contains two brands, “Adidas” and 

“Nike”, three types, “Hoodie”, “Sweatshirt” and “T-shirt” and five colours, “Black”, “Blue”, 

“Gray”, “Red” and “White”. The bucket, which stores all the images, is “backup_dataset_1”. 

The images and tags currently have the assumption that each image has a tag of “Brand”, 

“Type” and “Colour”. It is possible to add more brands, types and colours to the dataset 

without needing to add tags to the current images, however each tag must have at least 

100 images associated with the tag. 

To import more images to the dataset, you need to install the Google Cloud SDK program  3

and configure the program to connect to the project, which in this case is 

“arched-branch-270112”. 

To upload the images to our bucket, we need to use gsutil along with the command “-m” 

which indicates that it should use multi-threaded copy. The address to our bucket is 

“gs://backup_dataset_1”, which contains all the images in the dataset. An example of 

uploading all images from a folder on a local computer to our bucket can be seen in Listing 

5.1. 

$ gsutil -m cp -R "C:\Users\User\Desktop\BackupDataset\." gs://backup_dataset_1 

 
Listing 5.1: Using gsutil to upload images to Google Cloud 

 

   

3 "Google Cloud SDK." https://cloud.google.com/sdk/docs/quickstarts. Accessed 20 Apr. 2020. 
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Once we have uploaded the images to our bucket, we need to upload a .csv document 

containing the path to the images in our bucket along with a tag for “Brand”, “Type” and 

“Colour”, as we can see in Fig. 5.2. 

The path to our image in our bucket is “gs://backup_dataset_1/NAME_OF_IMAGE” where the 

NAME_OF_IMAGE is the name of the image, e.g. image1.jpg. 

 

Figure 5.1: .csv document containing the image location and tags 

We have a specific bucket in our project which is called “csv_bucket_99”. To upload the .csv 

document to the csv bucket, we can use the same command as we did in Fig. 5.1, except 

instead of uploading everything within our local folder, we use the path to our .csv 

document and instead of uploading to “gs://backup_dataset_1”, we upload to 

“gs://csv_bucket_99”. 

As we can see in Fig. 5.3, once we have uploaded the .csv document we can import the data 

into our dataset. To do so, we will choose to select a csv file on Cloud Storage and select 

the .csv document within our csv bucket. 

 

Figure. 5.2: Importing to our dataset 
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Once we have verified the images within our dataset, we can continue to the TRAIN tab 

where we can train a new model based on the new images within our dataset. Once the 

training has concluded, we can finally validate the results and if they are to our satisfaction, 

then we can deploy the model and the only thing left is to change the model id number in 

our gateway to represent the new model. 
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6. Development and deployment 
Our development occurs on the “development” branch on K3’s GitHub. Both the gateway 

and our microservice are running on that branch. K3 uses Jenkins for deployment and since 

our code was on their GitHub we also used Jenkins. Jenkins can build, deploy and automate 

programs, K3 only had access to Jenkins so we had to ask them if a build failed.  

6.1 Docker 

Since K3 uses Docker we also used Docker in our final project. Developing apps can be 

complex and can contain various programming languages and environments. Docker is 

used to simplify the workflow. Information on installing Docker can be found here. Using 

Docker is a lot about commands, these commands can be found here. 

7. Testing 
We chose to use Jest for testing our frontend, the main reason for that was that we had 

used Jest in other courses so we were familiar with that testing framework. Each 

component has a single test file inside the __test__ folder in the root of our project. In each 

test file we have two to three test suites. The first test suite always tests if the component 

renders without errors, the second and third test suite have nested tests. 
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7.1 Jest 

Jest is a JavaScript testing framework that is maintained by Facebook. It offers a wide 

selection of tutorials and information online. To be able to run our tests you must have 

yarn or npm installed and also NodeJS. 

Command to run tests which is shown in Listing 7.1.1. 

npm test 
 

Listing 7.1.1 Run tests 

 

Jest offers auto-generated code coverage. The folder “coverage” lets you view each 

component but you can also view them as a whole. Inside the coverage folder you will find 

the folder Icov-report and inside index.html. When opening index.html in the browser you 

will be able to view the report for all the components. The image of code coverage can be 

seen in Figure 7.1.1. 

 
Figure. 7.1.1: Jest code coverage 

 

Command to get auto-generated code coverage from jest which is shown in Listing 7.1.2. 

npm run test -- --coverage --watchAll=false 
 

Listing 7.1.2: Get code coverage 
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